
Guido Maestri: Planet Telex 
 
It wasn’t that long ago that we would communicate ‘instantly’ by sending thought-missives via telex 
or fax. These were messages transcribed and sent into the ether via telecommunica=on systems that 
spat out flimsy reams of paper through machines resembling a photocopier/phone. Today, the 
scrolling paper of yesteryear faxes are replaced by the scrolling of informa=on on pocket-sized phone 
screens performed in tandem by eye to finger, a rela=onship of sight and touch playing constant 
catchups in a sea of too-much-informa=on. 
 
Guido Maestri’s new body of work has materialised from a process of encountering the landscape 
through digital interfaces and reinven=ng them anew. Sourcing imagery online, from constant 
obsessive scrolling on digital apps, a chao=c array of gathered imagery is printed out, cut up, and put 
back together with paint in a studio located in an industrial urban street, far removed from so-called 
nature. Though telex machines are long obsolete, paint somehow endures, offering its own 
anachronis=c and an=quated way of conveying informa=on and presen=ng ideas.  
 
Rejec=ng a ‘plein-air painter thing’, Maestri’s new pain=ngs also reflect life of recent =mes: a global 
pandemic that created isola=on, enforced physical and psychological interiority, and intensified 
dependence on the screen as a conduit to the world outside. Maestri’s landscapes are uncanny 
evoca=ons of a planet collapsed unto itself, where nature is digitally reordered by social, cultural, and 
technological advancements that inevitably loop us back to an analogue impulse. Both familiar and 
strange, Maestri seeks connec=on to lost nature using abstracted figura=on-like currency leN idling in 
the ether as a divining, numinous force. Once remote and lonely, Maestri’s repurposed nature cajoles 
with fantas=cal scenes of almost childhood wonder, imagina=on, and reverie.  
 
Assembling his imagery from paper collage origins enables a teetering sense of fragmenta=on and 
disconnec=on between pictorial elements that don't always easily connect and belong. In this sense 
his visual language is less about landscape as a roman=c no=on and more about how we experience 
landscape in the present through its digital remedia=on. These disjointed, fanciful, and manipulated 
scenes convey a creeping sense that the landscape is being used and abused, managed like crops, yet 
another playground for the neoliberal woes of late capitalism.  
 
Maestri sees this sense of interven=on as ‘liRle bits of human creeping in’ to a world rendered alien, 
though paradoxically, there is scant presence of human and animal life. These largely uninhabited 
forests, gardens and parks also poten=ally read as underwater vistas swarming in psychedelic 
rhythms and hues. Elsewhere, in an adjacent body of work, Maestri paints portraits of ex=nct birds 
that are similarly severed from nature, preserved in this representa=onal aNerlife as melancholy 
totems of love and loss.  
 
In the Radiohead song from which the exhibi=on =tle is drawn, Thom Yorke’s pining wail, repeats: 
everything is broken, everyone is broken… and concludes, why can’t you forget, why can’t you forget? 
 
Using the logic of collage and the handmade impulse upon which it insists, Maestri sees around him 
a world ripped into pieces, where fragmenta=on is an ocular problem for ar=sts to crack open and 
resolve as a defence against neglect and forgeWng. A new world beckoning from mnemonic ruins. 
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